Abstract. We associate to any object in the nilpotent module category of an algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property a character (in the sense of [11] ) and prove a multiplication formula for the characters. This formula extends a multiplication formula for the evaluation forms (in particular, dual semicanonical basis) associated to modules over a preprojective algebra given by Geiss, Leclerc and Schröer [6] which is analogous to the cluster multiplication theorem of Caldero and Keller in [2] .
Introduction
Let Q be a quiver without oriented cycle and modkQ be the category of finitedimensional representations of Q over a field k. The cluster category C(Q) is the orbit category of the bounded derived category D b (modkQ) by the autoequivalence
Under the framework of cluster categories, Caldero and Keller associated the cluster variables X M to objects M of the cluster category C(Q) which Q is a simply laced Dynkin quiver. Then, they realized the acyclic cluster algebras of finite type by defining a cluster multiplication formula [2] as follows:
where M, N ∈ C and Y runs through the isoclasses of C. Inspired by their work, Geiss, Leclerc and Schröer proved a multiplication formula for the product of two evaluation forms associated to modules over the preprojective algebra [6] . Let Λ be the preprojective algebra associated to the quiver Q. We denote by Λ e the module variety of nilpotent Λ-modules with dimension vector e. For any Λ-module x ∈ Λ e , they define a evaluation form δ x associated to x satisfying there is a finite set R(e) of Λ e with the finite partition Λ e = x∈R(e) x . They proved
where both x ′ , x ′′ are Λ-modules and PExt The proofs of the above two formulas heavily depend on the property of 2-CalabiYau. A category C is 2-Calabi-Yau if there is an almost canonical non-degenerate bifunctorial pairing
In particular, if C is the category of finite dimensional nilpotent Λ-modules for some algebra Λ over C, then Λ is a algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property over C.
The aim of this paper is to highlight the 2-Calabi-Yau property which plays the essential role in obtaining the cluster multiplication theorem. We extend the above second formula for the preprojective algebra to any algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property. We associate to Λ-modules some characters (evaluation forms) and prove the multiplication between two characters satisfies the identity similar to GLSmultiplication formula. We hope to highlight an idea: the multiplication between characters only depends on the property of 2-Calabi-Yau. The proof is a refinement of the methods in [2] and [6] .
1. An analogy of Caldero-Keller multiplication formula 1.1. Module variety. Let Λ be a algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property associated to a quiver Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 , s, t) where Q 0 and Q 1 are the sets of vertices and arrows,respectively, and s, t : Q 1 → Q 0 are maps such that any arrow α starts at s(α) and terminates at t(α). This means Λ = CQ/I where I is the admissible ideal generated by some set of relations. A relation in Q is a linear combination r i=1 λ i p i , where λ i ∈ C and p i are paths of length at least two with s(p i ) = s(p j ) and t(p i ) = t(p j ) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r. For any x = (x α ) α∈Q1 ∈ E d (Q) and any
If R is a set of relations in Q, then let E d (Q, R) be the closed subvariety of E d (Q) which consists of elements satisfying all relations in R. Any element x = (x α ) α∈Q1 in E d (Q, R) defines in a natural way a representation M (x) of Λ = CQ/J with dimM (x) = d, where J is the admissible ideal generated by R. We consider the algebraic group: 
In the following, the constructible sets and functions will always be assumed G d -invariant unless particular statement.
Let χ denote Euler characteristic in compactly-supported cohomology. Let X be an algebraic variety and O a constructible subset as the disjoint union of finitely many locally closed subsets
We note that it is well-defined. We will use the following properties: Proposition 1.1 ([12] and [8] ). Let X, Y be algebraic varieties over C. Then
(1) If an algebraic variety X is the disjoint union of finitely many constructible sets X 1 , · · · , X r , then
Y is a morphism with the property that all fibers have the same Euler characteristic χ, then χ(X) = χ · χ(Y ). In particular, if ϕ is a locally trivial fibration in the analytic topology with fibre F, then
We recall pushforward functor from the category of algebraic varieties over C and the category of Q-vector spaces (see [10] and [8] ). Let φ : X → Y be a morphism of varieties. For f ∈ M (X) and y ∈ Y, define
. Let X, Y and Z be algebraic varieties over C, φ : X → Y and ψ : Y → Z be morphisms of varieties, and
1.2. The C * -action. In this subsection, we consider the C * -action on the extensions and flags. Let Λ = CQ/ R be a algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property. For any Λ-modules X, Y, Let D(X, Y ) be the vector space over C of all tuples
) and the matrices
by sending d to a short exact sequence
where L is the direct sum of X and Y as a vector space. For any α ∈ Q 1 ,
There is a natural C * -action on E(X, Y ) by t.d = (td(α)) for any t ∈ C * . This induces the action of C * on Ext 1 (X, Y ). For any t ∈ C * , we have t.ε is the following short exact sequence: The above C * -action on the extensions induces an action on the middle terms. As a vector space, L = X ⊕ Y. So we can define t.(x, y) = (x, ty) for any t ∈ C * and
Hence, we obtain an C * -action on the flag of L.
1.3.
The multiplication between evaluation forms. For any Λ-module M, let Gr e (M ) be the variety of submodules of M with dimension vector e, and let 
Proof. Consider the morphism of variety: φ :
For fixed d, we can make finitely many choices of e such that Gr e (E d ) is nonempty. This implies the following corollary.
Let M(d) be the vector space over C spanned by the constructible functions gr(e). For any M ∈ E d , we define the evaluation form δ M : M(d) → C which maps the constructible function gr(e) to χ(Gr e (M )) = gr(e)(M ). Using the notations in [6] , we set L : N ) , we consider the natural map:
as the following diagram. (N, M ) ). Theorem 1.5. For any Λ-modules M and N, we have
the above formula has the following reformulation
Now we prove the above reformulation.
Proof. Define
where L is the middle term of the extension ε} The action of C * on Ext 
We have the natural projection:
We also have the natural morphism:
Gr e 1 (M ) × Gr e 2 (N ).
Now we computer the fibre of this morphism for
Consider the following linear map dual to β M1,N1 . 
where L 1 is the pullback, and N ) is a projection. By a similar discussion as [6, Lemma 2.4.2], we know
. Moreover, by [7, Lemma 7] , for fixed ε ∈ p 0 (Ker(β
Using Proposition 1.1, we get
In the same way, we consider the projection
. Now, depending on the fact that Λ is a algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property, we have
Using Proposition 1.1 again, we complete the proof of the theorem.
The multiplication formula
In this section, we prove the multiplication formula for any algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property with the same form as [6] .
Let Λ = CQ/ < R > be an algebra with the 2-Calabi-Yau property associated to a connected quiver Q without loops and let I be the set of vertices of Q.
Let Λ d be the affine variety of nilpotent Λ-modules of dim.vector=d. For c = (c 1 , · · · , c m ) ∈ {0, 1} m and j = (j 1 , · · · , j m ) a sequence of elements of I, let x ∈ Λ d , we define a x-stable flag of type (j, c) as a composition series of x
where S j k is the simple module at the vertex j k . Let d j,c be the constructible functions satisfying d j,c (x) = χ(Φ j,c,x ) where x ∈ Λ d and Φ j,c,x is the variety of x-stable flags of type (j, c). We simply write d j if c = (1, · · · , 1). Define M(d) to be the vector space spanned by d j . Define
As Proposition 1.3, we consider a projection: 
The lemma is equivalent to show that
The proof of the lemma depends on the fact that under the action of C * , Φ j,M⊕N and its stable subset have the same Euler characteristic. We refer to [4] for details.
The following formula is just the multiplication formula in [6, Theorem 1] when Λ is a preprojective algebra. 
In the proof of Theorem 1.5, a key point is to consider the linear maps β M1,N1 and β ′ M1,N1 dual to each other by the property of 2-Calabi-Yau. Now we extend this idea to the present situation as [6] . Let
be a flag of type (j, c ′ ) and let
by the following map
Depending on the 2-Calabi-Yau property of Λ, we can write down its dual.
Now, we prove Theorem 2.3.
The orbit space under C * -action is denoted by PEF j (M, N ) and the orbit of (ε, f) is denoted by P(ε, f). We have the natural projection
We also have the natural morphism N ) is a projection. On the other hand, by [7, Lemma 7] , the morphism: ,fN ) ) has the fibres isomorphic to an affine space. Hence, by Theorem 1.1,we have
The orbit space under C * -action is denoted by PEF j (N, M ). We have the natural projection q : PEF j (N, M ) → PExt Similar to the above dual situation, by [7, Lemma 7] , the morphism: for any type j. Using Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 1.1, we finish the proof of Theorem 2.3.
